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Public Sector Accounting: 
New Zealand’s Evolution

• 1989 reforms responsive to a crisis

• Radical then, now business as usual

• 30 years of amendments

• Fiscal performance of the system

• But where to post-COVID?



What Is the Current Fiscal Position?

• After previous two 

decades of deficits…

• Increasing net worth 

since 1994

• Net worth or debt as 

the measure?



Comparative Fiscal Resilience
Net Worth of National Government

(billions, local currency)

Country 2008 2018 

Australia 67 -418

Canada -457 -671

United Kingdom -1,200 -2,565

United States -10,200 -21,520

New Zealand 105 136



Impact of COVID-19 on NZ Government 
Finances

• 30 June 2019 is a world away

• Evolution of PFM will be 
impacted by COVID-19 shock

• What, and how big will the 
impact be?



COVID-19

It matters enormously whether your country has 
a good health service, competent bureaucrats 
and sound finances. Good government is the 
difference between living and dying.



COVID-19

• COVID-19 will further weaken 
government balance sheets

• Financial crisis recovery good

• PFA requirement for “buffer”

• Reasons to restore buffer



What are the “buffers”?



COVID-19: Impact on Government 
Balance Sheets

• Direct impact

• Tax measures

• Expense measures

• Investments

• Guarantees

• Indirect impact
• Interest rate changes
• Asset value changes
• Regulatory relief



An aside on balance sheet 
management…
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Where to from here?

• PREFU 20 August, Election 19 September

• PFA reform process – on hold, or more 
radical reform to come?

• Restore the buffer or a “new normal” of 
low net worth?



More radical reform?

• Continuation of trend 
to make appropriations 
more flexible?

• More citizen-focussed 
decision-making, or a 
two-track system



Evolutionary reform in reporting?

• Public Finance (Wellbeing) Amendment Bill



Wellbeing reporting



Wellbeing reporting



Further reform desirable?

• More/better reporting of wellbeing

– Whole of government, rather than departmental

– Alongside FSG, therefore annual reporting

• Consistent with Integrated Reporting

• Independent standard setting by XRB?



Hunkering down
• More restrictive environment in future

• More reprioritization – review “baseline” concept

• More emphasis on accountability, efficiency and cost 
control

• More analysis of source of supply of services?

• Reversion to more transactional than relational 
contracting
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